
his elegant and sensual portrait by henri 
gascars can be compared to a highly similar example by 
gascars of The duchess of portsmouth and aubigny, held in 
a private collection. The sitter’s relaxed pose within a feigned 
oval, reclining on one arm and gazing dreamily at the viewer, 

and informal and revealing gown, give the portrait a marked intimacy. such 
displays of graceful feminine languor and negligent undress were highly 
fashionable in the english restoration court and gascars excels in appealing 
to his audience’s voyeuristic inclinations. The opulence and refinement of 
the drapery, which is as integral to the image as the delicate modelling of the 
sitter’s features, can be attributed to gascars’ parisian training. a seventeenth-
century critic described his portraits as ‘made up with embroidery, fine 
cloaths, lac’d drapery, and a great Variety of trumpery, ornaments’,¹ which 
were clearly then, as now, the hallmarks of gascars’ success as a portraitist.

 The style and format of the present work has distinct parallels with 
gascars’ Portrait of a Lady with her Dog (fig. 1). both women display 
the requisite curled locks of hair bound with ropes of pearls as well as 
pearl earrings and necklaces. Their shifts are conspicuously visible under 
luxurious robes and drapery, arranged in a voluptuous and titillating 
manner, and they are identically posed in front of lustrous red tasselled 
curtains, which are parted to reveal classically inspired landscapes. 
 gascars is thought to have been the son of pierre gascar, an obscure 
parisian painter and sculptor. he travelled to rome in 1659 and was back 
in paris by 1667, although he may have spent time in the netherlands in 
the same year. in 1672, gascars’ morceau de reception, a portrait of louis de 
bourbon, the grand dauphin, was rejected by the académie royale, and 
two years later gascars departed for england where he was better received. 
he worked at the restoration court and found particular favour with 
louise de Kéroualle, duchess of portsmouth and mistress to Charles ii.² 
gascars’ portraiture reveals the influences of his contemporaries at court, 
particularly that of sir peter lely (1618-1680), from whom he adopted the 
use of repeated poses for convenience. Catherine Macleod writes, ‘at a time 
when lely’s own production was becoming even more repetitive, gascars 
briefly threatened his dominance with the combination of a fashionable 
and powerful patron and French stylistic elements that must have had the 
glamour of novelty in the eyes of the court’.³ gascars returned to paris 
in 1679, where he was received as a member of the académie royale the 
following year with portraits of louis elle the elder and pierre de sève the 
younger (both in the Château de Versailles). in 1681 he travelled again to 
italy, visiting Modena and Venice and eventually settling in rome. gascars’ 
oeuvre is best known by the large number of engravings made after his 
portraits.
 We are grateful to dr. Julia Marciari-alexander for confirming the 
attribution to gascars on the basis of photographs.
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